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description.
From the total lack of
informative articles since August 1987,
it seems that safety and theoretical
knowledge receive very low priority in
our new "squeaky clean" magazine. So
if anyone feels they need to know the
answers to a particular theory question,
please feel free to write to me (a
stamped,
self-addressed
envelope
would be useful) and I will do my best
to help out.
My address is:
Chris South
22 Cots wold St
Westmead 2145
See you in the sky
Christophe.

Dear Sue,
First of all, congratulations on a
great centre spread in the January
issue. After months in the cultural
wasteland of drab, unimaginitive
design, it was a welcome relief to see
Adam Hunt's inspired work once again
brightening the pages of Skysailor. I
would however like to make one
suggestion. Next time you decide to
go to the expense of putting out a
colour cover, please take a little more
time in selecting the photograph. A
well composed and focused colour
transparency would assure much
better
results
than
the
rather
disappointing January cover.
Now to more important issues ...
The
confusion
and
frustration
evidenced by the many letters
concerning the theory questions is
hardly
surpnsIng.
The
total
irrelevence of many of the questions
plays a large part in people's difficulty
in finding satisfactory answers to the
questions.
Had the questions been
relevent to hang gliding, the answers
would be readily obvious from one's
every day experiences as a pilot.
One of the few relevent questions
in the whole schedule is that
mentioned by Geo . Smith in the Feb.
issue. Believe me George, there is
such a thing as a high speed stall and
modern, high performance gliders are
more prone to it than the older-styled
Rogallo wings.
The most important thing to
remember in dealing with stalls is that
the relationship between airspeed and
stalling is only an indirect one and that

what actually causes a wing to stall is
an excessive angle of attack. This is
reflected in the relationship
Gmax = [airspeed/stall speed(min))2 ,
where airspeed is the current airspeed
of the glider, stall speed(min) is the
min stall speed of the glider for a given
wing loading, and Gmax is the
maximum G loading that the glider
can sustain for a given airspeed and
wing loading, before stalling.
A properly stable wing will always
tend to restore a balance between lift
and weight, thrust and drag. This
means that if the weight carried by the
glider increases, the glider will
automatically increase its angle of
attack to prod uce the required amount
of extra lift. If the total load on the
glider at a given airspeed is greater
than the ultimate load for that speed
(Gmax multiplied by wing loading), the
glider will continue to increase its
angle of attack until it exceeds the
critical stalling angle and a high speed
stall will result.
The conditions most likely to result
in a high speed stall are, naturally,
those where a high G loading has been
induced, such as a very high-banked
turn, a sharp pull-up from a dive, or
severe turbulence. The high aspect
ratios of modern gliders together with
short keels and minimal sweep makes
modern gliders much more capable of
executing the radical maneouvres
likely to result in a high speed stall.
I hope that this explanation is of
some
use
to
you,
George.
Unfortunately Sue's ridiculous 500
word limit precludes a more detailed

Eds Reply: It was not my place to
select the colour cover pic. It was paid
for by Enterprise Wings and my
opinion was not required.
The 500
word limit (give or take a 100 or so) is
on letters only. If you have relevent
material why not be constructive and
write an article?
Dear Sue
I'm writing in reply to George
Smith's letter about high speed stalls I hope I can cast some light on the
subject. In discussing stalls it is very
important to remember that a stall
happens when the angle of attack of a
wing is increased beyond a certain
point, and the airflow above the wing
becomes turbulent.
This can, in theory, happen at ANY
airspeed,
but
is
NORMALLY
experienced only at the 'stall speed' of
a particular glider. This is because if a
pilot slowly pushes the bar out while
flying at high speed, the glider will gain
lift and grad ually lose speed until it
finally stalls. If however the "push out"
is very quick, the glider could be
rotated to a stalling angle of attack
while still flying faster than its normal
stall speed.
It is possible, therefore, to
experience a high speed stall without
increasing wing loading or doing high
G manoevres, particularly when
encountering turbulence.
Denis Pagen's comment that
"... one would be hard put to suffer that
in an earlier glider ... " may relate to the
limited speed range of older gliders,
but more probably to their low aspect
ratio which tends to produce slower
pitch response.
Pitch stability is
obviously a very complex issue, but it is
worth remembering that USHGMA
certification tests pitch pressures at
3
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various fixed angles of attack but
makes no test of pitch stability as
angle of attack changes, in a dynamic
sense. Thus it is very likely that a
modem, very high aspect design may
be generally very pitch stable, but once
it has started tumbling will probably
continue, while on an older, uncertified
design may, in fact, be more resistant
to tumbling due to its greater chord.
Hope that all makes sense to
someone - (keep up the good work
Sue!)
Safe flying
David Julian

DcarSue,
With regards to the controversy
going on at present about the new
rating questions, I find it unbelievable
that such a large amount of people
want the answers just thrown in their
lap. This seems quite obvious that
some pilots don't want to learn
anything.
If you find the answers by reading
books with illustrated drawings then
your understanding is much broader
so that you can answer in your own
words with confidence and not the old
"parrot fashion" way.
A great majority of questions in the
intermediate and advanced are what
every pilot should know irrespective of
whether they're coastal or inland pilots.
Why wasn't there any arguments
with the old rating system? I found all
the answers to the old rating questions
in hang gliding books so why can't the
answers to the new questions be found
in similar books?
One book we've found most
helpful and educational is Dennis
Pagan's
"Flying
Conditions
and
Micrometeorology for Pilots" ... and not
to mention the HGFA Handbook.
Any pilots who already have done
their
theory
exams,
or
flight
instructors, can be of great help. So if
you really want to achieve something
of great importance then what's the
point of being hand fed so it'll be
forgotten the next day. I'm talking
about the publication of answers, and I
think that is wrong!
If every pilot fully understood what
they were answering in his or her own
way then I think it is far better than just
rattling the answers off blindl y.
Please let me add that Rules of the
Air are also something that more than
a few pilots should brush up on. I
mean Give Way rules. I have seen

4

some very close shaves. A mid air
collision can be serious.
That's all for now, fly high and safe.
Murray Williamson

Dear Skysailor,
I went to Bright with a few of my
skydiving friends, during the World
Champs, and really enjoyed watching
you guys having fun.
During my stay I packed a few
parachutes and none of them had
been repacked within the last 18
months.
I don't know how often most of you
get your parachutes repacked, but if
they've been left as long as 18 months
they're not in their best condition. The
manufacturers
recommend
repacking 6 monthly or yearly because:
1. The canopy needs to be aired
out because they tend to get damp.
2. The rubber bands which stage
the deployment need to be replaced
because they decompose.
I'm sure there are more packers
that are experienced in hang glider
parachutes than I've listed below, but if
you don't know of one, this may be a
good start.
Sydney:
PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA
(02) 5191333
Melbourne:
PARADYNAMICS (03) 514868
DAMIEN HANSEN (03) 817 6339
Damien Hansen.

Dear Sue,
RATINGS: Questions and Answers
I have read several letters recently
pertaining to the open supply of
comprehensive
guidelines
for
answering our new rating questions.
As an Instructor/Examiner I have a
few comments that may be of interest.
I am also a school teacher which is
more or less relevant.
As I understand it the objective of
each test is to measure the extent of
knowledge on a variety of subjects that
the authors see as essential for pilots,
who will be flying in conditions at sites,
etc appropriate for that rating. The
minimum level of essential knov r1 edge
is defined by the marking system.
Now, unlike testing in mainstream
education the questions are published
and fixed, which further defines that
knowledge which is essential. Our
rating tests are very much like driving

licence tests, and just as a rule booklet
is made available by traffic branch, so
the minimum required answers for our
rating questions should also be
published in booklet form.
For the simple rote regurgitation
of these minimum answers the pilot
should be given the basic "pass" mark.
To attain the higher satisfaction of "full
marks", answers concerning the broad
body of knowledge involved must be
correctly given. Whereas the traffic
branch is only interested in a pass/fail
situation, we go further to give credit
for knowledge hard won by wide
reading of the many authors available.
We probably don't give enough
credit conSidering the extra work
involved.
It is reference to this wider body of
knowledge that is necessary for one to
become an examining safety officer.
One's literacy is also tested as the
answers must be in writing.
For this "non flying" qualification
the
regurgitation
of the basic
minimum rules would, I assume, be
inadequate. Having just gone through
it, I assure you the task is both tedious
and time consuming. I certainly hope
that everyone classed as an examiner
has their written answers on file with
their state association and that this
standard is not being applied
arbitrarily according to the rules of
cronyism to which our sport is
sometimes prone. In Qld at least, our
co-ordinator is undertaking a tough
stand on this issue.
I would like to comment further on
my earlier paragraph regarding what
the authors of the rating tests have
seen as "essential" knowledge for
flying at the particular rating levels,
but this is really the subject of another
letter.
Shane Newell.

Dear Sue
After reading a letter in Feb
Skysailor regarding the glider bag lost
during flight, I have been prompted to
sheepishly admit that the same thing
happened to me. It occurred in late
Sept. 87 at Eungella (blue GTR bag lost
between the ramp and the car park to
the south).
Perhaps Moyes could include
several studs to make the velcro
"foolproof'.
Yours
Chris Colley
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CONGRATULATIONS, CHAPS

President's
Report
THE WORLDS
Well Rick did it and our team did it. We beat back a
big challenge by the Seppos, who were doing exceptionally
well until they lost Joe Bostik with a broken arm (full
ballast, chrome-moly faired uprights and nil wind landings do
not equate) and Rick Rawlings (dislocated shoulder- same
rcason). I think it shows the depth of talent in the American
team that they continued to beat us until the last few rounds.
The British Team seemed rather casual, almost Australian in
attitude, and lacking in the customary British Bulldog
determination that we expect in World events. It was almost
as if they wanted us to win.

Rick as usual, like Steve Moyes, started slowly but
with dogmatic consistency wore the rest of the world out and
won by a huge 600 points. Steve Moyes was unlucky not to
come second and yet again showed his true form (which he
seems to save for the big event) and amazing tenacity
throughout the gruelling championships.
And not so far behind came the rest of the battling
Australians: Mark Newland 7th with a great display of
consistent flying: Drew Cooper, Carl Braden and Neil
Mersham in 13th, 14th and 15th places respectively and Russ
Duncan, who flew so brilliantly in the opening rounds to lead
his group, 25th after burning out in the closing rounds. In
fact the only Australian who did not make the final cut to 48
pilots was our wild card Danny Scott.
As one of the Australian team who won the Worlds
back in '83, it made me very, very proud to see Rick and the
team get the gold medals back again. Onya, chaps - and onya
Jarz for leading the team to victory.
continued p6
5
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President's Report cont.

PARAGLIDERS
And just as I thought things
were going to calm down for a bit,
suddenly the Australian paraglider scene
decides to go beserk. The quietest
people are DoTC. As far as they're
concerned paragliders are hang gliders
and as we're so brilliantly organised
there shouldn't be a problem. Right?
Yes, right that we're organised but
WRONG to expect no problems.
The simple fact is that
para gliders are aircraft and as such
require their pilots to be taught sound
aerodynamic principles, air law and
micrometeorological do's and don'ts.
They can stall, spin, deflate and crash
tailwind like any hang glider can. They
can be blown behind hills easily in
winds of more than 15 kts. There were
6 deaths in Switzerland alone last year
and numerous other fatalities and
accidents throughout Europe. Sound
familiar? Just like when hang gliding
became popular in the 70's?
It may be reasonably easy for a
hang glider pilot to convert to
paragliders as we have an extensive
knowledge of the air, but for some
punter off the street who knows
nothing about aviation it is potentially
lethal.
Firstly, we therefore have a
responsibility to the public to have
certified, trained instructors and schools not people who spend a few days
teaching themselves and then call
themselves paraglider instructors. To
this end we are in the process of
collating the relevent rating systems
and procedures from all current
Paraglider organisations in Europe.
Secondly, we have to offer the
paraglider pilot something for his or her
membership of HGFA. Thus there has
to be a rating system, third party
insurance and a manual specific to
paragliders. Already Skysailor is going
like most European hang gliding mags
and now includes articles and ads for the
parapunters.
Thirdly, and very importantly,
we must not allow our tenuous, hardwon hang gliding sites to be lost
through ignorance or lack of knowledge
by parapunters. They are by definition,
hang
gliders,
and
consequently
ILLEGAL if they are not members of
HGFA.
6

In fact, every state should
consider the possible ramifications of
allowing them to coexist at current
flying sites. I believe we can all live
together amicably as long as we
anticipate potential problems before
they occur.
To this end we are currently
meeting interested parties with a view
to adopting an instructor rating, a rating
system, a standard of certification and
acceptable terms of coexistance at the
HGFA Convention in August this year.

TRIKES
And if that wasn't enough we
still have our trike pilots in no-man'sland! But only temporarily. The word
is that we should have our own trike
ANO this year, hopefully earlier than
later. This, I believe, will apply only
to trikes used for hang gliding related
activities like aerotowing and two-seat
training. Moreover, any manufactured
trike will have to be certified to new
ANO 101.55 or version thereof. The
bottom line is that the sooner the
PHGs get certified, the sooner they
Over to you
become legal.
manufacturers.

RATING SYSTEM
Now that the 'Worlds' are over
it's time for us to get stuck into
converting old ratings to new ratings.
I'm surprised that more states haven't
been advertising new rating seminars or
meetings. I've done written ratings
from SA, Qld, Vic and NSW by mail
and all have complained about inaction
State
from
their
respective
Associations.
Remember you only
have until July to convert - and you
don't need 100% to pass! The questions
really aren't that difficult.

FLYING NON-MEMBERS
I know it's a perennial
problem but there are a lot of flying
non-members. We have life very easy
you know. No formal written exams as
they have in Europe, no mandatory
showing of licences before being
allowed to rig up. I think the least
clubs can do is have random checks on
the hill - all you have to do is look for
the financial sticker on the helmet! We
can supply clubs with lists of local
current members so that they can check
to see who the non-financials are.

The classic example of a
flying non-member is Shane College,
who flies at Stanwell and the Northern
beaches and who has even been seen
instructing at Stanwell!! He started
flying in 1976 and in the last 10 years
has been a full member for only a few
months of 1986! Stanwell Park Club
please note!
Please try and make an effort
and weed out those who are not only
flying uninsured but unfairly using the
sites and privileges that you pay for.
HGFA can take court action
against non-members who persistently
fly our sites, the normal fine being
about $500. However, it is a lot better
for all of us if the clubs concerned
persuade them to join up.
Sorry 'bout the whinging this month,
however I'm really incredibly happy
that Australia won. We won fair and
square in the most testing World
Championships to date. With 107,000
total kilometres flown in the comp., we
can definitely say that Australian pilots
ARE the best hang glider pilots in the
world.
Go boldly
Phil Mathewson

NOVICE

and
INTERMEDIA TE
PILOTS
NOW A VA/LABLE
A 20 page foolscap leaflet
containing detailed explanations
of hang gliding terminologies, with
reference to page and paragraph
numbers in both "Pagen" books(Hang Gliding Skills, Flying
Conditions) .

A must for the
new rating system.

Send $5.00 with a 9''x 6"
stamped addressed
envelope to:
'TERM. LEAFLET"
23 PITTST
RICHMOND NSW 2753
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1988 SWAN WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Final group (Gold Group)
PI LOT SCORE SUMMARY
Pic

Pilot

Nat Prev Rndl Rnd2 Rnd3 Rnd4 Rnd5 Rnd6 Rnd7 Rnd8 Pnl Score

1

DUNCAN Rick
CASE Bruce
HOYES Steve
BOYSE Ted
GOLDSMITH Bruce
TUDOR Larry
NEWLAND Hark
ZIEGE DeUev
PENDRY John
KUEHR Herbert
KARLSSON Mats
HANEY Randy
COOPER Drew
BRADEN Carl
MERSHAH Neil
LEE Jill
CARNET Michel
JURSA Hartin
COELHO Paulo
CIRLA Marco
KOEDA OsafQu
BAIER Bob
FLYNN Jess
LOPES Pe-pe
DUNCAN Russell
lKENOUE Tohru
MINEGISHI
t'lasahiro
SUCHANEK Tomas
GALLEANO Piero
SCHOTOLA Olin
SANDOll Alvaro
SI LVEIRA
Alexander'
SHAHAR Yair
THEVENOT Gerard
CHAUVET Alain
OSTERLUND Howard
DELEZ Roland
BRI COLI Stef ana
TANAKA Eiichi
VON HENTIG Knut
PFEIFFER Rich
WALBEC Richard
SOBOLEV I.
SUTIAGIN A.
MATTOS Pedro
VYHNALIK Dan
REICHEGGER Karl
GOUESLAIN Yves

AUS
USA
AUS
USA
GB
USA
AUS
D

2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
HJ

11
12
13
14
15
16
J7
18
19
29
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
39
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
43
4l.

42
43
44
4~

46
47
48

296e
279.0
2961
3.0.09
2759
39.0.0
2937
2978
3.0.0.0
2781
2846
3.0.0.0
2823
28.06
2589
2734
2697
2744
2554
2436
2726
2766
2838
2759
2921
2597
2362

728
856
688
7U
818
683
663
733
744
698
656
728
7U
153
719
879
909
418
499
688

901

981 100e 989
622 991 652
976 862 617
653 997 615
974 789 651
666 881 615
666 87.8 985
669 i' ~9 935
974 339 954
459 859 958
65.0 767 65.0
669 813 578
994 789 645
453 936 19.0.0
613 767 642
329 936 629
672 887 641
653 859 629
653 881 6.01
1.0.0.0 721 611
652 798 6.06
655 983 866
66.0 297 659
663 789 633
691 265 616
666 921 6.02
633 721 594

6:56
733
645
719
522
719

836
831
893
799
999
826
534
831
99.0
846
646
846
665
68.0
617
848
617
549
674
774
617
485
895
441
853
472
617

875
697
874
853
346
874
81.0
85:5
868
:541
86.0
811
851
873
875

816
984
832
884
83e
541
444
5.04
889
47.0
434
995
868
433
889
899
932
489
5.08
471
469
519
378
529
521

2726
2831
2628
2786
277.0

496
712
661
678
698

522
79.0
321
64.0
568

845
851
841
866
743

5.04
434
434
448
446

661
654
653
388
261

763
112
818
725
754

595
632
6.07
423
612

7922
7916
6963
6954
6852

2739
F
2831
2472
F
USA 27.01
CH 26.08
2542
I
J
2747
D 2326
USA 2577
F
2982
R 2247
R 2353
BR 2316
CS 22.0.0
I
2218
F
2668

522
715
656
':;22
7.05
834
678
7.05
528
673
849
751
522
656
656
323

665
831
613
656
649
649
481
646
656
828
352
455
481
485
53.0
45.0

gee 491

633
335
681
654
555
613
268
616
653
60.0
427
269
462
457
283
269

297
29.8
297
192
29.9
297
278
374
332

6.04
417
579
611
563
564
581
414
186
6e.0
611
619
577
625
624
443

6851
6764
6605
66.00
6548
65.04
6363
635.0
6329
6324
5988
5874
5772
5645
5452
5242

GB
A

S
CDN
AUS
AUS
AUS
USA

GB
A

BR
I
J

D
GB
BR
AUS
J
J

CS
I

CH
BR
BR

IL

6~6

87.0
853
778
74~

689
825
869
868
864
853
847
84~

851
864
721
716
588
868
866
853
743
721
6.0S
489
473
44.0

H~9a

486
523
543
471
434
47.0
4.03
:544
531
471
431
529
435
376
364

lIe
297
275
28.0
298
292
285

9256
8595
8591
84.04
8493
838.0
83.03
8296
821.0
7949
7942
794.0
7935
772.0
7689
7641
764.0
76.07
76.04
7574
7431
7423
74.02
7251
7195
7182
7933
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PARA GLIDERS
\
• EASY TAKE OFF
• STABLE FLYING
• STRONG CONSTRUCTION
• UD 4:1 & 4.5:1

• 1ST QUALITY MATERIAL

• 4MODELS
STUDENT TRAINING
UD4:1
ADVANCED FL YING
UD 4.5:1

RC-9

50 - 85 kg

RC-11

75 - 115 kg

XC-9

50 - 85 kg

XC-11

75 - 115 kg

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA

PTY. LTD.

55 Philpott Street, Marrickville, N.S.W. 2204. Australia
Telephone: (02) 519 1333 Fax: (02) 516 1268 Telex: 72658 International Phone: 61-2-519 1333

Paragliding
- a new airsport
by Forrest Park and Bruee Bareham

Paragliding is the latest sport to be played in the skies.
Parapente, as it is otherwise known, first began in May 1986
in Sillian, Austria. A couple of months later it was becoming
popular in Kossen - the site of many world and European
hang gliding competitions.
It is now Europe's most popular flying sport. The paraglider

is a cross between a hang glider and a sports parachute.
They have a top and bottom surface like a hang glider and
the shape of the wing is held by air flowing into the openings
at the front, just as it does in a sports parachute. The wind
enters the "ramports" at the front and is trapped in the
chute, causing it to inflate. The faster you fly the more
pressure is in the chute, making it more stable in
turbulence.
It has a higher aspect ratio than the sports chute and thus it
can glide forward more efficiently, but it's airspeed is very
slow so penetration is poor.
Mixing paragliding and hang gliding at one site shouldn't be
a problem as the performance of the two is so different. The
para glider flies at 12-20 mph and sinks at 350-500 fpm,
gliding at only 4:1 angle. So there is very little chance of a
paraglider getting in the way of a hang glider.
Europeans who fly both hang gliders and paragliders have
told us that the tip vortex of a hang glider hardly affects the
paraglider, but the turbulence left by a paraglider is quite
bad enough to give the hang glider pilot a scare!
Learning paragliding is easy compared to learning other
forms of sport aviation. The chute is simply laid on the
ground in a fan shape, pulled into the air by the pilot to
inflate the wing and then run down a hill to take off.
You need quite a steep hill to take off but most hang glider
training hills are satisfactory. Since para gliders take off in
about 12 mph airspeed they are quite easy to fly in zero wind.
The control of a paraglider is just like that of a sports
parachute. There is a pair of handles located near your
head and the lines from these are attached to the trailing
edge of the wing. You simply pull the right hand one to turn
right, or pull the left to turn left. Like any flying wing, the
paraglider can be stalled. This is done by pulling both
handles down as far as you can and holding them there. The
paraglider will collapse as the airspeed drops but will
recover normal flight provided you let the handles back up.
They will fall up to 150' if this happens so obviously a stall is
not very nice.

The soaring parachutes (paragliders) can be towed up by
car, boat or winch, or flown from hills and soared where there
is sufficient lift to keep them up.
Thermal flying is possible too, but cross country would be
difficult without a ridge to follow.
Most hang gliding sites in Australia will not be suitable for
paragliding due to the low airspeed and relatively poor glide
angle, but a few are very good and it won't be long before we
see a few of these colourful canopies floating close to the
hills using the same rising air currents as hang gliders.
To prove these aircraft are strong, the European
manufacturers have certified the paragliders to the
Gutesiegal standards which includes a load test to 600 kg!
There is no test for negative G loadings so we don't think
loops will be practical.
As far as the FA! and the D.o.T.C. are concerned, the
paragliders are in the same category as hang gliders. Also
the first FAI World Masters in Paragliding will be in Kossen,
Austria in July '88 where the performance of these soft wings
will be stretched to their limits and lots of fun will be had in
learning new techniques.
Paragliding is not like any other form of flying we know of,
but we do know it is a heck of a lot of fun!
(NOTE: Read the President's report in this issue for more on
paragliders.)
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SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Dales Rd, Palmwoods 4555
Ph. (071) 459185
UPRIGHT TUBING-8TRONG
Length makes two uprights - $27
Ship 1-3 lengths Aust. wide - $14

COMP. CALENDAR

FACTORY QUALITY REPAIRS
Glider Rebuilds - Sail Repairs
FLYING WIRES Built to specs.
Complete Bottom Rigging - Plastic
Coated - Average Price - $105
Uncoated Speed Wires appx - $90
MYLAR L.E. Insert Material
for one pair - $50
GLIDER BAGS Heavy Zip - $97
ALTIMETERS, VARIOS, P'CHUTES
POD HARNESSES, A.S.I.s
Bolle Sunglasses
Hand Fairings, Carabiners
Hang Loops, Tow Bridles

MAGIC MAGIC MAGIC MAGIC
LATE SUMMER SPECIALS:
More MAGIC handling and MAGIC performance. These gliders were made for the
British Team so they have to be good!! With all the extras such as Kevlar and
sandwich cloth, these would cost between $4300 - $5000 new due to the low Aussie
dollar - so check the huge savings in price on the following gliders:

0

MAGIC 4 155 FULL-RACE

0

MAGIC 4 155 FULL RACE

0

MAGIC 4 155 FULL RACE

0

MAGIC 4 155 FULL RACE

O·

MAGIC 4 166 FULL RACE

0

MAGIC 4 166 FULL RACE

Contact
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Dacron sail with Blue/Fluoro orange D.S.
Only 40 hrs airtime.
$2900
Pink sandwich cloth sail with Kevlar reinforced T.E.
RedlY ellow D.S. Only 50 hrs airtime.
$3200
Sandwich sailcloth with Kevlar T.E. and special
"dimple" L.E. pocket.
$3400
BRAND NEW Dacron sail with Kevlar T.E.
Unused team spare glider - unbelievable
$3700
Dacron saiL Dark/Light blue D.S.
Only 20 hrs airtime
$2600
Dacron saiL BluelRed D.S.
$2500

WILLIAM WHITE (02) 665 7314
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NOTICE TO
P I LOTS
FLYING HT
CORRYONG
by Rob Schroettner
After flying at Corryong this year, I've had great concern over
the danger of local reaction to hang gliding changing from very
good to something very sour. Unless we change this trend,
these great sites will be lost.
The main problem is the landing paddocks at Bringenbrong
camping area. After watching a friend landing on the east
(NSW) side of the Murray River, I was told by a very irate
farmer, that if permission to land there (both sides of the road
are his), was not see ked prior to landing, by each new group
of pilots, then they will never be allowed to land there again.
So please, each time you first arrive at Bringenbrong for your
flying holidays, make sure you see him and ask if you may
use his land. The farmer wants each group of pilots who arrive
there to see him before landing there, even if you had asked
him before on your last trip to the area. Don't rely on someone
who was there before you. The farmer checks who lands
there and had a very good memory of who has seen him.
Once paid the common courtesy of seeing him, he will be very
friendly and obliging, but if not, he will be the complete
opposite, and has every right to be. To see him drive a few
minutes up the road from Bringenbrong to Khancoban, to the
first homestead on the right. Ask to see either the manager,
Mr Graham Paton, or the owner, Mr Ian Nankervis of
Bringenbrong Station.
He also holds no tolerance for dogs on his property. So if you
have a dog with you, make sure it is kept in the camping area
and not in the landing paddocks, or it might end up with small
holes through it. Also try not to land right on top or too close
to his cattle, there is plenty of room to land elsewhere. No
'Rawhide Jimmy's!', please.
Landing paddocks on the west (Vic) side of the Murray River
are usually in valuable crop or are being harvested. So don't
land in them if this is the case at the time. If in doubt as to
whether there is a crop at the time, don't land there. Most
pilots prefer the east side anyway (closer to camp), and as
long as you have asked permission beforehand, this should
beaK.

Take off from Mt Buffalo during the Worlds

If using other landing areas regularly, at other campsites, find
out and ask the landowner before hand.
The other main problem this year that caused farmers to get
very upset, was pilots driving into their paddocks, without
prior permission. This will damage feed crops or worse still,
may start a fire. So ask first and if it's not possible don't go in.
While on the subject of fires, locals are very concerned that
fires may be started by the great influx of hang glider pilots in
the area, during the highest fire danger period. So please
take all of the following normal precautions. Don't light camp
fires on 'total fire ban' days.
Farmers have previously
checked campsites and warned the large fines payable for
breaking fire bans. Keep car exhaust systems in good
condition (no leaks or backfires), try not to drive through long
grass where possible.
Don't drop lighted cigarettes or
matches anywhere on the ground, especially on take off sites
and any paddocks.
As always when in the country leave gates as you find them.
If you're not sure if it should be left open or not, close it while
you ask the farmer and then leave it as the farmer says.
These are all common sense and courtesy precautions that
we should always take on all sites in the country. They are
easy to do, and go a long way in keeping hang gliding in good
esteem with the local community. This is essential for us, if
we want to keep flying this area. So don't spoil it for
everyone, do the right thing and we can all continue to enjoy
flying at Corryong.
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THE BALLAD OF
BRINGENBRONG
Once a jolly pilot camped down at Bringenbrong
Under the shade of an old willow tree.
And he sang as he sat and waited till his billy boiled
Who'll come a-flying their gliders with me?
Clwrus: Hying their gliders, flying their gliders

Who'll come a flying their gliders with me
And he sang as he sat and waited till his billy boiled
Who'll come a flying their gliders with me.
In the morning he drove his kombi up Mt Elliott,
Saying 'I hope there's a thermal for me'
And he sang as he revved and rattled up the mountainside
Who'll come a-flying their gliders with me?
He got to the top, and he set his faithful glider up,
'This lapse rate looks pretty good' thought he.
But an eagle was watching, high above that mountain top
Who'll come a-flying their glider with me?
Up jumped the pilot, and ran off Mt Elliott,
Turned in a big one, and called out with glee
'This ones a boomer, I'm headed for ten thousand feet
Who'll come a-flying their glider with me?
Down came the eagle, and tore apart his leading edge,
And pulled out his battens one, two, three,
And that pilot he screamed as he fell into an awful spin
Who'll come a-flying their gliders with me?
He spun down until he'd almost hit the power line
Then swung to the left and just missed a tree
And he cursed as he cranked it, back into that booming core
Who'll come a-flying their gliders with me?
He worked up to cloud base, and headed for the Great Divide,
I see Kosciusko ahead cried he,
And he yelled to the radio 'I'll see you all in Jindabyne'
Who'll come a-flying their gliders with me?
He flew over Geelu, and scratched up Kosciusko's side
Cooma and onto the coast you'll see
But the clouds were a-building, high above the lofty range
Who'll come a-flying their gliders with me?
Down came a Cu-Nim, and sucked that sorry pilot up.
'You'll never see me alive' sobbed he.
And his ghost may be heard if you're
camping down at Bringenbrong,
Who'll come a-flying their gliders with me?
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'AHANfJ OVER
by Steve Matthews

I rolled up to this outdoor barby with me mate Hank
Glider and quickly checked out the birds.
"Evening, yaw Highness." said one of Hank's old
flames, looking magic as usual. We drifted over to the Speed
Bar and ordered a couple of "Whips tall Slammers" on the
rocks.
"This'll give me a lift" I said to myself, thinking
back on what a drag the day had been ...
"Better give me two more of the same".
Just then Trent Racer (also known as T.R.) flew in.
I said to him,
"Gee, T.R., you're looking trim".
"Yeah, I'm on a mission" he answered.
"A mission to get blotto".
"Three more Whipstalls, thanks barman".
It was shaping up to be a mega night. The three of
us secured our position at the Speed Bar and after a couple
more rounds I decided it was time to hit the hard stuff.
"Three Harvey Stallbangers, thanks barman".
The night sailed on - the music reached fever pitch I was on cloud nine harnessing the energy of the moment...
but the grog was causing a few ground handling problems ...
so we headed for the Control Bar.
"Three lite alerons, thanks barman".
I got landed talking with 01' "sabre tooth" Mary who
was asking probing questions about my turbulent love life.
"Well it's up and down. One minute I feel I'm on
Mars, the next I'm back to Earth"
Mary went on and on about nothing. I thought to
myself "If she keeps on blabbing like this she'll foil all my
plans for tonight; this must be what Hank calls "the standup
drag position".
By this turnpoint, T.R. was so washed out, he'd
keeled over. Things were calming down. Couples now
circled the dance floor. Bubbles began to settle in half empty
champagne flutes. A cool breeze began to chill the air .......
"I'll hang around just a little longer" I thought.
"Just as well I wore my thermal underwear".
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ON THE
MID - NORTH COAST
b y John Selby

Luff worrying about the soup getting cold.

No, her name is not really
Luff. It is Robin. I just call her
"Luff" because she and Lee Scott
are to their "Ranch" what luff and
lee are to a hang gliding hill: the
Ranch is impossible to imagine
without either of them.
I was sucked into the Ranch by a full
page advertisement in December
Skysailor (page 16). I am still happy I
was, although my first nocturnal
"approach on final" to the Ranch felt
less safe in my car than it would have
on a hang glider. Teeming rain had
transformed the track leading across
paddocks into a slippery dip for
anything on wheels. Fortunately Luff
and Lee's neighbouring farmers had
had the forsight not to put the cowgates at the bottom of the hill. They
would have been opened forcefully by
a Mazda bonnet.
I don't deny for a moment that the
weather had contributed a large part to

the still lingering enjoyment 1 got out
of staying at the Ranch. Every single
day was a flying day. But there was
much more to the ball we had than
many entries in the log book. "We" is,
in order of importance, a Monash
University group of four from
Melbourne, a German pilot who
fancies thermal lift, women and ridge
lift in this order and a guy I know little
about because he left early, soon after
parachuting his glider into the trees at
Diamond Head, making sure there
was no reasonable access to his
landing spot. Last, and certainly least,
there were two Sydneysiders who had
not met before. The company was
terrific. We really got to know one
another over doing dishes, talking
shop (flying), teasing and drinking
each others beer. What I still can't
quite grasp is that there were never
any fights over the bathroom.
Including Luff and Lee, we must have
been three times as many people as at
home using the bathroom. In contrast
to home, there was never any rush on
this amenity let alone nasty words over
it.
I hear you say: "Obviously no
women using it!" Wrong! Apart from
our hostess, there was Jacky, part of the
Monash contingent. Not being a pilot
herself, she still seemed to get a kick
out of those many other things which 1
liked so much about the Ranch: It is
about 20 car minutes from the beach
near Laurieton, just far enough to be
left in peace by overcrowded caravan
parks in the peak season which
accommodated mostly holiday makers
who play heavy metal at full blast from
dawn to dusk. You have no idea how
good you feel when you are dead tired
after a day's flying, drop in the driver's
seat and roll leisurely through the
sunset, listening to your favourite
cassette (heavy metal?) and know that
a Fosters Lager and an excellent feed
is waiting for you at the Ranch. Talking
about feed, I was so pleased that the
menu was well adapted to the stinking
hot weather. Instead of greasy roasts
or oily chips, we ate at times cold meat,
another time quiche which was too
good to be rejected on the grounds
that "Real Men Don'tEat Quiche".

to the harness of the pilot and the
other to the sweating hands of four of
us galleon-slaves who had to sprint
over beach sand to pull the
"Magnificent Man in His Flying
Machine" to about 30'. It wasn't hard
to get to sleep that night!

We weren't exactly loafing. On a full
day we flew North Brother in the
morning, cleared a take off with axe,
picks and machettes after lunch, tried
the take off out by flying with varying
success to an adjacent ridge and
finally pulled budding pilots up over a
beach by attaching one end of the rope

Lee's last order of the day "back to the
Ranch" is still ringing in my ears. If, in
a few months, he will yell his command
loud enough that I can hear it down
here in Sydney, I might well follow it.
Lee, with very little training, your voice
will even carry as far as Monash!

If you dig up Lee's advertisement in
Sky sailor which I have previously
mentioned, you find that the daily
charge per person ranges from $6 to
$20 per day, depending on whether you
take your own tent and/or look after
your own food. Luff and Lee could tell
you more about these details (065) 56
9692 and the charges for lessons. I
have no axe to grind (I just use it to
clear take offs) in justifying Lee's
prices, but feel that the money was well
spent at his place. Accommodation
and food would have cost me more
elsewhere during the peak season, and
it would have been less peaceful. A
very important point is that Luff and
Lee not only provide food and shelter
but pass on valuable information
about local pilots with whom you may
team up, tips as to how to improve your
flying, where to fly and what dangers to

Wild life at the Ranch outside the
Monash tent. (Inside, w110 knows?)

look out for. Being a staunch cityslicker with a strong bias for beaches
and coastal flying, 1 was surprised to
see my enthusiasm for thermals
increase
daily
thanks
to
the
arrangements Lee made for the
German pilot and me and to the freely
offered technical tips.
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mCkDunanh1988World
Rick Duncan wins the 6th World Championships flying the Moyes GTR Race. He not only beat
179 of the best pilots in the world, but also had to battle driving rain, hail, raging winds, thunder
and lightning. These extreme weather conditions didn't hamper the performance of the GTR Race
and he was able to win through and make Australia proud by taking out the coveted title.
The "Moyes Boys" - Rick Duncan, Steve Moyes, Mark Newland and Drew Cooper added to the
glory by taking out the team title for Australia.
This proves beyond doubt that the GTRs are the world's best performing gliders.

hampion, Congmb1lations!
If you want to be a winner, join the champions in a .. .

Moyes Delta Gliders P/L., 173 Bronte Rd .
Waverley 2024 N.S.W. Australia . Tel: (02) 3875114 FAX: (02) 3874472.

The World Championship Glider.
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1987/88 VICTORIAN X.C. LEAGUE
Top 20 as at 3/2/88
=lst
=lst

GrantHeaney
Wes Hill

3rd
4th

Alan Beavis
Andrew Phillips

5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11 th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

Tony Klemm
Ross Hughan
IanRees
Colin MacRae
Rohan Holtkamp
Rob Ruge
Garry Hickson
Don Rottman
JohnMurby
Stephen Sandler
Harry Summons
David Adams
Rob van der Klooster
Warrick Duncan
Vince Drew
Harry Timtschenko

FLIGHTS
45(G),I64(0),135(0),84(0)
51(G), 34(0), 28(0),15(0),
16(0&R)
51(G), 135(0), 77(0), 50(0)
27(G), 22(0), 21(0), 17(0),
16(0&R)
27(G), 15(G), 25(0), 18(0)
51(G), 35(0), 21(0), 20(0)
27(G), 57(0), 23(0), 7(0)
27(G), 23(0), 23(0), 19(0)
27(G), 39(0),14(0),11(0)
27(G), 30(0),19(0),9(0)
27(G), 25(0), 21(0), 8(0)
45(G), 45(G), 21(0)
27(G), 32(0), 20(0), 3(0)
27(G), 23(0),15(0),15(0)
27(G), 24(0),14(0),9(0)
27(G), 17(0), 15(0), 14(0)
27(G), 30(0), 4(0),
8(G), 17(0), 15(0)

32(0),23(0),18(0)
30(0),16(0&R)

SCORE
3760
3760

3540
3500
2960
2760
2660
2600
2500
2480
2460
2440
2420
2400
2340
2260
1900
1800
1740
1660

/
G££ ".

~~
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G = Distance to goal, 0 = Open Distance
O&R = Out and Return Distance

All of our inland flying is at Hank's farm 70 kms north east of
town. Unfortunately there are no hills or mountains around.
the nearest being the Stirling Ranges, 400kms west, so its all
car towing. The paddocks are 2kms x 2kms and can be flown
in any direction. On light days circuit tows are possible.
Esperance has been described as having some of the best
beaches in the world, so if the wind is not on or its howling
there is always good surf or windsurfmg for nm.
Esperance is a coastal townsite situated on the South Eastern
coast of Western Australia. (750 kms south east of Perth).
There are two resident flyers here, myself and John Whitman
who's been flying here for the past 12 years.
There are numerous coastal sites, ranging from 30' sand hills
to a 900' mountain, taking wind directions from west to east.
All but one of these sites are within 15 minutes drive from the
centre of town with roads to take off and landing areas.

If you are in town look us up and we'll show you around.
Roy: 71 3798
John: 71 1526

Safe flying
Roy Brierley

Observatory ridge (300' vertical) would be the main site and
can be flown in a southerly through to easterly. The ridge is 5
kms long and a summer sea breeze, south easterly, can almost
be guaranteed by noon.
Other sites include 8 mile, 9 mile and West Beach and all have
top and bottom landings.
About 40 kms east of Esperance is Mt Le Grande, a 900'
mountain on the coast and needs a north westerly to fly. The
road stops at the base so a short climb and fly up or a tow
from the beach at the base is the way to go.
There are huge amounts of coast to fly both east and west of
Esperance.
16

Took readying his weapon at White Knuckle Hill.
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NEW PRODUCTS ...... .

Calypso - the

new
Intermediate from
Airwave Gliders.

(Taken from an article by Tim Williams in Wings! Jan 88)
People have been pestering Airwave to produce a club
glider for ages - a glider which doesn't weigh a ton.
Conceived originally as the Vision 4 by Jean Michel
Bernasconi and developed by Airwave, who now part own
Pacific Airwave in California, Mark Mitsos, ex-Enterprise
Wings designer, helped Airwave with the development and
certification (to BHGA standard) of the Calypso.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
When you lift the glider off the car it's in a Magic type bag you expect it to weigh the same. The Calypso is much lighter
than your Magic 4 166, perhaps a good 100bs lighter.
Opening the bag, the Airwave parentage is even more obvious.
The fittings are mostly the same as a Magic 4.
One big
difference is that the keel is enclosed. Airwave have managed
this without cranking the keel or messing around with the
geometry.
SET UP
The glider rigs easily.
Round uprights
with stainless steel "U" fittings bolt
into the base bar.
The wings open
easily and the battens slide in without
any fuss. Two bottom surface battens
per side complete the batten stuffmg
session and the cross boom tension
wires are pulled back and tensioned with
a swan catch on top of the keel. The
glider looks good without a keel pocket.
After standing the glider on the
airframe the standard swan nose catch is
done up and the nose cone is added.
TAKE OFF
Sitting easily on the shoulders, the
Calypso isn't hard to keep level and into
wind - important not only for your new
PI (Novice) but also for seasoned
experts. The static balance is neutral;
no force is needed to keep the glider at
the proper angle of attack for take off.
The control frame position is excellent.
FLYING
Take off happens easily without
surprises;
the glider is easy to
straight during the run and, unlike
other 5th generation gliders, if a
starts to drop it is easy to correct.
Calypso feels light and solid and
to fly almost immediately the
starts to run.

any
keep
some
wing
The
starts
pilot

Once zipped in my harness it
took me just a few seconds to fmd out
that the Calypso is delightful to fly.
Gliders rarely betray their true character
so quickly. Turns happen very easily,
just look the way you want to go, move
the bar gently and smoothly around you
go. Steeper turns require a bit of push
on the bar, but nothing nasty happens if
you don't.
If a thermal comes along, push
out and weight shift against the rising
wing and it is almost as if you dig the
wing into the side of the thermal rising
with it whilst turning into the core.
The speed range is nothing to
compare
with
high
performance
machines. At speeds above 35mph there
is no weaving tendency or adverse yaw
and the glide seems quite reasonable but
without a one-on-one contest out of the
lift this is impossible to rate against
other gliders.
Bar pressure is quite light.
With the Calypso there is a smooth,
progressive feel in pitch.
Mellow stalling characteristics
allow this glider to be mushed in whilst
landing showing no tendency to bite.
This shows the better points of its
Vision ancestry. With the Calypso, a
seven day, 10 min total airtime novice
can fly one safely - even in nil wind.

PLUS POINTS
Quality of build, ease of handling, ease
of maintenance, easy rigging, light
weight. Faired kingpost is standard and
Magic 4 airfoiled uprights and speed bar
are available. New standards have been
set.
MINUS POINTS
No keel to hang on to, top landings in
strong winds need a swift dive for the
front wires - I hope they fit a strap.
Price - Airwave should market it with a
retail price that will make it competitive
with other gliders in its target market.
The repayment time for investment on
research,
development,
testing
and
certification for this type of machine
must be longer than that on the normal
high performance wing as the Calypso
will be around for a long time, no
bother.
FINAL APPRAISAL
A very safe and sensible glider for the
club pilot interested in average XC
flying in winds up to around 25mph. A
good glider for the new PI (Novice) to
go for, but only after proper coaching
convertion tuition.
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%e !2Lirwave Ca{ypso
The ideal way forward for
advancing pilots
FEATURES
,..
,..
,..
*

Excellent sink rate
Easy roll
Slow landing
Lightweight
Ylirw ave Q2LL9'PSO
Certified to BHGA standards
For information on the
Intermediate Glider
the others are trying to imitate
contact

FUTURE
AlRSPORTS
46 George Ave
Bu lli, NSW 2516
or
Ph. (02) 387 2613

$.A. HILL SOARERS BRING YOU

•••THE PARAPENTE
This exciting new sport gives
you the opportunity to fly with
minimal instruction.
It is very popular with bush
walkers and trekkers as it packs
into a back pack, so you not
only have flight, but a fitness
alternative as well.

They can also be towed to
heights and flown in light
thermals for extended flights.
We offer day courses and a
range of new and used
Parapentes.
S.A. Hill Soarers,
telephone 08 234 0516.

.,.----... .,.----...
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THE FLATLANDS

1987/88 .. a report

For 48 hours everyone
wondered whether the 87/88
Flatlands would need to be
renamed Wetlands.
It poured, it deluged, it bucketed down the paddocks and those all important
tow strips disappeared under water and dark clounds hovered persistently
over Parkes.

The incredible part of it was that no
one, but no one, whinged or
complained.
Instead they sheltered
under their gliders philosophically
waiting for the rain to stop. In fact the
tolerance and forebearance shown was
to set the scene for the entire comp
with no major disasters, no major
complaints and no protests.
Even the exceptional optimism shown
by pilots who sat out The Deluge was
duly rewarded. Miraculously within
half an hour of the rain stopping and
the sun breaking through, the strips
had dried out sufficiently to be used.
For both John Clark (Charlie Red
Truck) the meet director, and Denis
Cummings, founder and organiser of
the
Flatlands
Cross
Country
Competition, this year's comp (the
fourth) made all the hard work of
getting a new concept off the ground
(pardon the pun) and accepted,
worthwhile.
Outlining the event, Red Truck said,
"From my point of view the Flatlands
this year was much easier to run than
any of the previous three comps. This
was mainly due, I think, to the fact that
many of the previous pilots carne
organised and knew much of the
proced ure from the previous years".
It was very pleasing to see so many
overseas pilots, who had heard of the
Flatlands, so keen to try it. As has
happened in the past some crews were
not organised and paid the penalty for
not getting their act together. Then

there were a few pilots who were not
impressed with towing and left after a
few days.
The first day did not look particularly
promising so a short 66.3 km task to
Derriwong, on the Condobolin road,
was set. Mark Newland finished first
in lhr 50 mins, averaging 36kph, with
Guy Hubbard second, six minutes
behind.
Day Two presented a special challenge
as the trace showed it was going to be
one of the best days I have seen. I took
the bit between the teeth and set the
goal at Ardlethan, 180 krns SW of
Parkes. It proved the right decision
with 17 pilots achieving 160kms and 10
finishing the course. The day was won
by Howard Osterlund from USA in
4hrs 57mins for an average 36 kph,
followed by Colin McRae, a B grade
pilot from Victoria.
Day Three looked reasonably good
with a possibility of storms later in the
day. Sue Harris and I set up goal at
Apsley, just south of Wellington. The
task was Apsley via Cumnock, a
distance of 109.5kms. Russell Duncan,
having flown in front of a good storm,
won the day, narrowly missing goal due
to a "small, strange lump" in the
terrain.

Day Four saw the possibility of doing a
reasonable triangle and it was set for
Wilga, Trewilga to Trundle and back,
with the final leg being the most
difficult. Most pilots were making a
valiant effort to battle the head winds
which carne up more strongly than
expected and finally put them on the
ground with Carl Braden covering 82.5
kms of the 120 km course with Mark
Newland and Joe Bostik landing
together four kilometers behind.
Day Five showed some interesting
weather and indicated a good distance
day with good north-east winds.
However, it was not quite as good as
the Ardlethan day. I decided to give
them an easy day and made it a neat
160 krns. There was some excellent,
but hard, flying and when the results
came out we were surprised to find
Russel Duncan and Joe Bostik had
dead heated for first place in a time of
5 hrs 15mins for an average speed of
about 30 kph - not a bad effort after
such a long time in the air. Mark
Newland
was
disappointed
for
succumbing to Pub Suck 0.1 kms from
the goal line and was heard to utter
several unintelligible comments from
the goal line.
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new ideas take on the "Challenge".
We will still be there and assist
however we can.
I was initiated into towing as a new
pilot when no other pilots would assist
Denis to get the new towing method
started.
We have always tried to
maintain a high standard of safety and
one of the things that is disappointing
me at this time is the gradual decline
in the attitude of some pilots who
appear to think that because towing is
fairly easy they can relax their
standards.

Woos congratulates Blinky on his win at the Wetlands

Day Six once again indicated a triangle
but I was reluctant for a while because
of previous efforts and because of the
difficulty of finding suitable turn points
in the proper directions to give us a
reasonable chance to complete the
task and also achieve world records. It
all turned out very well with five pilots
making goal. Palle Jensen of Denmark
and Steve Blenkinsop of South
Australia both achieved world records
for distance around a triangle and
Steve is claiming speed around a
triangle.
Nostradenis kicked his
helmet the last kilometre. It was great
to watch the pilots coming home for a
change, as whenever I go to goal
nobody ever turns up! All the boys who
came home were flying GTRs and
insisted on lining them up and taking
heaps of photos.

achieved something for hang gliding.
Both Denis and I believed from the
start that we could prove that the
Flatlands can produce good flying and
a truly valid compo and this has been
proved by our success over four years.
Most pilots, big, small, and international, have managed to achieve
some sort of personal best and all have
gone away learning something. Many
have been impressed by the quality of
the flying and have vowed to return.

My last words on the subject for now
are
FOLLOW THE SKYTING
CRITERIA. Keep your standards high
and use the KISS method - Keep It
Simple Stupid.
Thanks to all those pilots - Australian
and overseas visitors - who have
participated in the Flatlands over the
past four years, and helped to make it
the growing success that it certainly is.
Keep it high!
Red Truck

Sadly, for Denis and I, it is the last
Flatlands that we will run for a while
having decided to let "new blood" with

Day Seven proved to be just the sort of
day to really round off an excellent
compo The trace showed good weather
and I tried to choose a task that would
prove challenging but also make as
many pilots as possible feel a sense of
achievement. An out and return of
112.5 kms was set to Ootha.
There was grear merriment and much
celebration at the end of the day with
18 pilots, led by Carl Braden in a Foil,
making it home. Joe Scott and Geoff
Tulloch landed just outside the goal
line, pleased and disappointed at the
same time.
All up, I think this has been one of the
most pleasant Flatlands for me and
has left me with a sense of having
20

Team Novocastria -viz. Red Truck. Uncle Bob. Woos. Flash. NosraD and
Mollo sporting their 'Thistle Guards' ,
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FLATLANDS 87 /88
RESULTS
A GRADE

B GRADE

Rd 1 Mark Newland
Guy Hubbard
Carl Braden

Rd 1 Rohan Holtkamp
Joe Scott
Grant Heaney

Rd 2 Howard Osterlund
Colin McRae
M Masahiro

Rd 2 Colin McRae
Grant Heaney
Mark Richards

Rd 3 Russel Duncan
Rob Hibberd
Joe Scott

Rd 3 Rob Hibberd
Joe Scott
Mike Rose

Rd 4 Carl Braden
Joe BostiklMark Newland
Denis Cummings

Rd 4 Rob Hibberd
Colin McRae
Grant Heaney/Julius Makk

Rd 5 Russ Duncan/Joe Bostik
Steve Blenkinsop
Phil Pritchard

Rd 5 Martin Vine
Greg Smith
Paul Mollison

Rd 6 Steve Blenkinsop
Mark Newland
Drew Cooper

Rd 6 Colin McRae
Rob Hibberd
Geoff Tulloch

Rd 7 Carl Braden
Denis Cummings
S Blenkinsop/M Newland

Rd 7 Mike Zupanc
Rob Hibberd
Grant Heaney

A GRADE OVERALL RESULTS
Steve Blenkinsop
Russ Duncan
Howard Osterlund

6171
6143
5230

B GRADE OVERALL RESULTS
Grant Heaney
Joe Scott
Michael Zupanc

4563
4558
4402

Flat-out working for the Flatlands

Commenting on the outcome of the 87/88 Flatlands,
John Clark (above) said, " It was a close competition
throughout and the jostling for position was typefied by
the last day when it seemed to come down to the final
glide determining those few points".
Just how close the two major contenders were was
highlighted when the final results were posted . Steve
Blenkinsop first with Russ Duncan a mere 28 points
behind.
The B Grade comp was an equally 'nail biting' event with
an even tighter result - Grant Heaney first and Joe Scott
just five points behind!
This latest Flatlands comp was singularly lacking in
protests, arguments etcetera, even complaints were at
a minimum and smoothly and simply dealt with.
As John Clark said afterwards, "The friendly rivalry that
existed is illustrated by incidents such as when Guy
Hubbard "borrowed" Steve Blenkinsop's glider for a test
flight and Russ Duncan hopping in front of the queue
and taking off almost immediately trying to leave Steve
on the ground. Everyone treated it as one of the lighter
moments of hang gliding memorabilia"
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XC EPIX
This month:

Steve Blenldnsop's
XC EPIC

Unable to talk anyone into driving
further afield than Ochre, I reconciled
myself to a coastal soar.
At the
Northern end of the nude bathing
Maslins Beach is a 200' broken cliff
that many Adelaide pilots "cut their
teeth" on. We also carried up Ochre
so many times most of us have a
love/hate relationship with the site.

- flOUT SAT. 5th DEC
IN SUN. 6th DEC"

immediately came good and 15 mins
later I was in the main convective zone
10 km inland looking back at the little
white specks just discernible above the
coastline.
It was then I started thinking about
where to go, and not wanting to cross
any controlled airspace, elected to fly
behind the Adelaide hills. 3.30 saw me
near Woodside where I know the
publican. Going further afield meant a
longer retrieve and problems with the
Modbury corridor, so I got "pub suck"
and put down.
50 km certainly is not far but once in
good convective air it's almost
academic how far you can fly. For me
getting away from the local coastal site
in weak bubbles was a new challenge
that proved very satisfying.
Sunday morning had the normal late
rising George Kambas on the phone at
8.30.
An hour or so later, after
retrieving my glider from Woodside,
we were on our way south again and,
after talking only Stuart at Ochre into
coming with us, we headed further
south
to
Peeralina
hill
near
picturesque Victor Harbour.

An unknown cirles at Mt Emu

Launching at 12.30 it was immediately
apparent there was some convective
nature to the usually stable sea breeze.
With this in mind, and knowing Garry
Fimeri, Woody and Space to my
knowledge had all made short hops
over the back from Ochre, I worked
every bump that came along.
90 mins later I was starting to feel a
little frustrated when someone in front
had the nose of their glider pitched up
just a touch more than anything I had
seen previously that day. Zooming
over I banked up, pushed out and
started gently drifting over the flat
paddocks behind launch.
I was
committed at 400' and felt confident
when the bubble from the beach
carried me over a small ploughed field
just
behind
take-off.
It

As on the Saturday I could just see the
specks of soaring gliders in the sea
breeze at Ochre. It was a wonderful
sensation finally going 2000' over them
and also well over the sea breeze which
by now we could see was whipping up
whitecaps. Going over a kilometre
offshore we looked back at the silver
beaches and emerald sea and, with a
euphoric feeling, spun the GTRs down
into the sea breeze. We then joined
the coastal punters stuck on their little
cliff and in doing so became trapped
ourselves. George and I got some
incredulous looks as we finally put
down on top of Ochre. Again the
satisfaction of this flight came from not
how far it was but where it took us, and
for me it seemed an obvious place to
finish off a weekend staying "local".
Thanks are due to Dermot Meaney,
Derek Hill and Alan Wood for helping
us with retrievals.

Things looked good on launch and
Stuart was keen to get his first XC in
the bag. I lobbed off first and after
immediately gaining 2000' came back
to join George and Stuart. They had
launched into the biggest, most solid
lump of lift anyone could want to
escape a hill with.
An hour later all three of us were still
together and crossed the Wilbunga
Fault Scarp heading north near Mt
Terrible.
Stuart at this point
unfortunately missed the next thermal
but still had a very creditable first
wander across the countryside.
and
contacted
the
George
convergence between the South-Easter
and the gulf sea breeze and, floating
around in abundant lift, were in a
quandary as to where to go until the
urge to return to Ochre struck me and George tagged along.

... From Tim Clark, who felt that al/ hang
glider pilots + girlfriends should be able to
relate .. .
HJ d idn't want to g o to the bea c h ... /'d
m uc h prefer to d rive for the boys from
Byron Bay "
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ALBIN'S POWERLINES INCIDENT
a fIrst-hand account

when I seem to be gone, for just in
case, I may come back for a bit more
living.
Luckily the weekend was not a total
loss for the day before I had a good bit
of thermalling flight at Murmungee.
With about a hundred others, free
flyers and practicing champions of
different nations, we spiralled in the
invisible power of lifting air. Little me,
of course, losing out in the lower strat
(objection
I had no vario).
Nevertheless, it was great to be part of
it.
Now I sure hope them Moyes fellows
do re-build smoked 'Mission' wings.
On the serious side, I would like to take

this opportunity to express my
gratitude to all the people, beginning
with my wife Elizabeth, for their help
and support they extended, with visits,
good wishes etc.

It is good to write to you.

I heard there is a rumour about that
fifteen days ago I flew into some
electric wires. I wish to tell you how it
really happened.
One sunny morning, during the world
championship, before the champs
came up among some other free'flyers, I took off from good old Buffalo.
I had a lovely flight, you know. Even so,
only after half an hour, the
meteorological conditions and my
flying skill was such that the lift I
gathered had been overwhelmed by
the ever persistent gravity. So at the
end of my extended glide, I arrived at
the Burr's bomb out and began to set
up my landing.
The terrain looked good from my 450'
height.
There was Mamma Earth,
beautiful, but had some little poles
sticking out of her with some silly wires
stretched between them. Just as I was
about to reunite with the grassy earth
again, those damned wires suddenly
came up and hit me - one right on the
top of my helmet and the other, it feels,
everywhere else. Oh they are nasty!
One of them burnt a smokey hole
through my dayglow leading edge,
mylar and all. The damned thing even
24

severed the right side wire, so no
wonder I had my wings folded up like a
butterfly. Still in prone, I came home
rather fast, and my God, terra firma
was hard indeed. I did not even hear
the cracking of the sparks, because
there my memory line was suspended,
and continued only with the return of
consciousness, as some unknown
people kindly held me in a suitable
position to make a little breathing
possible. Someone, thanks to him, got
my camera from the A frame and
made this momento picture which I
hope will serve one in a preventative
way. So eat up your greens and be
careful.
After the photo session, I apologised to
God for breaking bones and squashing
a lung in this beautiful body He has
given me. Oh He was gratiously good
and allowed the doctors to save me.
My gratitude to the medicos. The
ambulance officer, from Bright I was
told, by the name of Brian, he was
great too.
He had me even
understand that it is no use to rip off
the oxygen mask, "it helps you" - he
gently hammered the message in.
Furthermore, he even remembered to
convey my last wish to the doctors.
That is, "Not to put me on the b ....y ice

Now, I know that I am in no position to
give advice, but just in case, if there
would be others who may get as foolish
as I did, please remember - Get out of
the car and walk on that unknown
landing ground, for much can be
observed by doing so, unlike by a
glance from the car window or even
from the air during your approach, it
may not appear tricky at all.
Secondly, be aware of the fact that in
thermal forming conditions especially
on inland sites, as I had there can be a
mass of down flowing air with
hundreds of feet per minute sink rate,
so even in the event of 1 to 1 gliding
ratio, one may not be able to get over
an obstacle.
And finally, do not ever let over
enthusiasm impair your judgement for the love of flight IS the love of life,
but do not allow one to be at the cost of
the other.
Currently, I am busy mending some
ribs and gathering courage so I will be
able to see you once again aloft.
Mayall your landings be happy ones.
With regards
Albin G. Mullner.
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SOAR, SURF AND SEX
AT STANWELL PARK
by UK Team member Bruce Goldsmith
This year's Lawrence Hargrave
International was truly international.
There
was
an
unprecedented invasion of Poms ...
eight, one lady Swede, three
Japanese, one Swiss lady, one
Frenchman, one Brazilian, one
Dane, and one Indonesian. Even 14
Aussies turned up. In all there
were 30 competitors including five
ladies.
COMPDAYONE
Take Off at Stanwell Park
After a short 5 km valley task the real
flying started with a 60 km out and
return. Only 20 km into the task we
had the first casualties - crossing from
Stanwell Park south to Mitchells.
Many notables ended up scratching
the lower cliffs with surf and rocks
below, and railway lines above. Most
pilots opted for Coalcliff Beach but two
Japanese pilots tried to surf in on their
gliders.
Ritsu succeeded but litchi
Tanaka was smashed against the
rocks.
litchi had already had an
unsuccessful attempt at surfing when
he tried to go down the road at 40 mph
in an inverted Subaru 4WD on J.P's
malibu surfboard, which in the event
got totally crushed. At the end of the
day, one Tony Armstrong, a local hero,
was leading the field .
COMP DAY TWO
Mt Keira.
Light winds, light thermals and low
clag describe it best. The task was a 50
km out and return past Macquarie
Pass. Half the field made it to the first
turn point but went down in the light
thermals crossing Macquarie Pass.
Danny Scott got a very low save from
the bottom of the valley giving him
cnough hcight to get back to the ridge
north of the pass. He was the first pilot
to make goal. Graham Slater was the
only other pilot to make goal. I placed
third and Danny Scott took the lead
from Tony Armstrong.

The top four British pilots at the WorldsL to R: John Pendry, Bruce Goldsmith, Jess Flynn and Michel Cornet

COMP DAY 3
Stanwell Park.

COMP DAY 4
Stanwell Park

Tony Armstrong won the day with an
amazing time of 63 minutes for the
course of 48 kms. Thats an average
speed of 29 mph (46 kph). Most of the
course was soarable but at 20 kms,
around the second turn point required
thermalling to stay up.

Miraculously the wind blew SE from
1pm on the last day. Immediately a
short valley task was set around
Stan well. Shortly after the task started
the wind picked up and was still off to
the south. Top landings became pretty
exciting and as each competitor was
supposed to land three times there was
a lot of bent aluminium. Even the
great John Pendry wrote off his glider
top landing. I decided not to top land
and went to the bottom with the
conservative half of the field. There
was no overall change in positions after
this task.

Ten people were forced to land on the
tiny 40 metre beach at Coalcliffe. An
irate local Aussie called up the
competition organisation complaining
that hang gliding was invading and
there should be a public enquiry ...
"After all if a 747 crash landed on the
beach there would be an enquiry... "
Danny Scott again had a good time
this day to retain his lead. Pendry was
flying consistantly in third place
behind Tony Armstrong.
There was no flying the next three days
but there was the mystery of the Tony
Hughes all night tennis match in
Woolongong. He left from Keiran's
house early in the afternoon to play
tennis and returned at 7am on tip-toes
the next morning.

1st
2nd
3rd

Danny Scott
Tony Armstrong
John Pendry

1st Lady

Birgit (the hankerchief)
Meaney.

All in all I enjoyed the competition with
Stan well's very friendly atmosphere
pervading all. Congratulations to Ian
Jarman on running the event so well
and thanks to Keiran for his
overwhelming hospitality.
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NEW CLUBS
A new hang gliding club has been
formed in the ALBURY-WODONGA
area. Pilots visiting or living in the area
are asked to contact Tony Dennis on
(060) 561654.
Cameron Thompson in DARWIN
would like to form a club if he can find
a few more pilots.
Phone: (089) 82 3273 BH.

QHIi

INC.

The committee would like to thank all
those who submitted entries for the
QHGA INC Logo Competition. The
response was fair, however Danny Der
Walle's artwork stood out and one of
about six of his drawings was chosen as
the winner. Congratulations Danny!
More on Rainbow Beach.
Pilots are reminded not to land in the
bathing area - north of the Surf Club.
There is a sign pointing this out at the
entrance to the sand blow. If you can't
manage it - land in the blow and carry
your glidel out. The guy in charge of
the life-savers will soon have the
authority to ask for rating cards, so
don't forget yours.
Finally,
anyone
contemplating doing site improvement work
should firstly submit quotes to HGFA.
This is standard procedure and
exceptions are rarely considered.
Bye
Peter de Mestre.

FLYING MT HELENS
near ROCKHAMPTON
Following the setting of a Qld
record (250 kms) from this site, we have
found a dramatic increase in the
number of pilots wishing to fly ot. It is
VERY, VERY important that the
following points be stressed:
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site, ie. it is in the middle of private
property and jealously guarded by the
owner. Capricorn Sky Riders have an
excellent relationship with him and
have promised that he won't be faced
with strangers wandering around his
property looking for the "way up,
mate". If you want to fly the site you
MUST ring Warwick Gill of the
Criterion Hotel, Rockhampton (079) 22
1225 FIRST. Warwick will then make
the necessary arrangements.
B. Mt Helens is directly below
the Rockhampton CT A LL 4000' AND
almost under the commercial jet
approach. It is therefore critical that
our ANO be strictly followed especially
The
regarding V.M.C. and C.I.A.
Rockhampton control tower has also
requested that we notify them before
flying.
A box with maps and other
information has also been placed at
takeoff.
CAPRICORN SKY RIDERS
Don't
forget
our
Rockhampton
Bicentennial
Games
Competition over the two consecutive
weekends 27/28 February and 5/6
March. It will include a pylon race,
spot landing and a freestyle section at
our coastal site, Rita Mata.
These
competitions will be handicapped so
that pilots of all levels of experience
have an equal chance. We will also
run a X-Country challenge for which an
exemption to height restrictions has
been asked for at Mt Helens. This will
take priority and be held on the first
weekend if the weather is suitable.
ENQUIRIES to Shane Newell (079) 39
3769 Yeppoon.
ALSO we are putting together
a EUNGELLA FLY-IN for the May Day
long weekend with booze prizes for
each days flying. Enquiries about this
can be as above or to Brian Smith (079)
42 4328 Mackay.
FLYING 'THE BLUFF' in YEPPOON
All pilots please note that this
exceptional
site
is
rated
for
ADVANCED pilots only. Approval for
Intermediate pilots to fly it will only be
given after a check flight and on
presentation of a substantial log. All
visitors must contact Adriaan Mulder
at Cooee Bay Marine (079) 39 1675 or
myself BEFORE flying.
Shane Newell
Secretary

I'm not inclined to write usually, however inaction may
cost a life in this case and as
no-one else is likely to, here
it is.
Five months ago I purchased a
Mission after 50+ hours on it.
Recently I discovered a serious
problem. Taking off at Stanwell it
turned savagely to the left and
Even though I
wanted to stall.
weigh 85 kg and am an Intermediate
wnh 100+ hOUffi I ~und n ve~
difficult not to hit the hill. I did regain
control but strained my shoulder
wrestling with it.
The problem resulted from
having a faired king post fitted, I
believe a common option on
Missions. If for any reason, eg
putting the nose on the ground
facing the wind or lifting the glider
quickly the sail can jam under the
king post. Chris Boyce witnessed
the incident as did WA's Mike Duffy.
SIDE VIEW
Kingpost
Normal sail
positio n

-

TOP VIEW

8

~

Hole in
centre o!
sail

Normal sail position

•
T1

Sail caught under KP
Sail caught under KP

A less experienced pilot, a
lighter pilot or lighter conditions
could have resulted in a fatal
accident. A final check .at launch by
looking up at the king post to
ensure it is free seems the simplest
solution.
The sail could jam in
various positions which could cause
a number of lesser or worse
problems.
Other Mission pilots I've spoken
to have also struck this problem.
Hoping you can see the risk
involved and are prepared to print a
warning of this basic problem.
G. Holbut
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FOIL 160B (PR3). White with red
streak on U/S. Faired uprights and
king post. Long sleeves in LEs.
Good cond o Owner going
overseas
S2250. Contact Roley on (02) 818
5763.
GTR 162 (PR3) Red surfcoat L/E.
special gold quarter panel and
white 4.40z trailing edge. Faired
king post. very good condition .
No tears or flutters. S1800.
ICOM IC40 UHF CB RADIO. gain
antenna. battery pack and car
battery or gel cell converter 5450.
All prices are ONO after 31 st
March 88.
Phone Peter (049) 293607 AH

QLD

NSW
Apron Harness. Good cond $40
ono . Ph Roy (02) 634 3143 H or 602
7826W

5400.
litek Vario and Thommen
Altimeter in pod style case.
including A.S .1. 5250. All prices
negotiable. must sell.
Phone (042) 942 025.

POD HARNESS -Sky Systems small
size. red. excellent condosuit up to
5'7". S250 William (02) 665 7314

BALL 651 vario/altimeter one foot
increments. Mint condition S750
ono.
Phone Greg (066) 28 0356.

CB RADIOS 1) 40 channel newest
small size hand-held radio with
recharg er S170. Voice activated
helmet mike to fit same S50. 2) 40
channel car CB radio - Dick Smith
Stalker 4 model with whip aerial
S50 . William026657314

40 CH . UHF RADIO Uniden with all
extras (Finnish Team Radio in
World Champs.) S4OO.
Mr T Niemi. The Cresent.
Helensburgh. (042) 942 704.

GYRO 11160 (PR1). Excellent
condition. Blue. pink and white.
S1400. Phone Steve (02) 597 4272.
FOIL 160B RACER (PR3) : Crimson
LE.lilac. gold and white TE. Top of
range model with Kevlar TE.
Speed bar. fa ired uprights and
kingpostetc.etc . Only 10 hrs flying
since new (late Dec '87) Excellent
cond and flies even better! S3200
ono. Phone (042) 943004
MOYES MARS 170 (PR1).good
condition. green L/E w ith mylar
inserts. Yellow and white mainsail.
Flies extremely well. Includes an
apron harness with chute bag (no
chute) and 1 spare flying wire .
Genuine reason for very urgent
sale . 511000no.
Phone Terry Anderson (048) 21
8257 .
GT 170 (PR3). White main. red LE.
blue/yellow US. Low hours. no
flutter. Comes with batten profile.
A fun kite. S1000 ono . Ph Steve W
(02) 266 7125 H (02)558 7043
PROBE 2 175 (PR3) Rec on. sail.
mylar reinforcing on TE tips. no
flutters. S800 Ph 043 251060
FOIL 155 (PR3). White top (natural
yarn tempered cloth) Black and
white chequered US. faired
uprights and king post S1500.
Wayne Collison (049) 221175
PROBE II (PR3) late series excellent
condition S11 00.
PA COCOON HARNESS medium
size including near new chute

MARS 150 (PR1) orange. white.
mylar L/E. Ideal gilder for pilots
<65 kgs. Flies well. Call and have
a test fly. 5900.
Phone Tony (042) 29 7610.
MAGIC 166 (PR3) good condition
51500.
Ph Greg (02) 609 5089.
GTR FULL RACE 162 (PR3) as new
low hours. excellent condition .
White top. pink and blue U/S.
52900.
Ph (067) 32 3306 AH. (067) 32 3780
BH.
GTR 162 (PR3) white with blue U/S.
dark blue L/E. speed bar and
spore upright. Very good
condition S1050 ono .
Also helmet. radio 5W 6Ch.
cocoon harness. all very good
condition. best offers. Pilot left
sport.
Ph (043) 90 0956.
GT 190 (PR3) black L/E. blue U/S.
very good condition. Great for
tandem. Cocoon harness suit 6'
pilot. litek vario/altimeter. The
lot SlOO0.
Ph Graham (02) 644 9054
2nd hand gliders. harnesses and
instruments for sale.
Ph 522 8389 or 450 2186.
VAMPIRE MK II NZ Designed. 80"10
double surface. 164 sq ft. custom
sail design. mylar L/E·s. suit pilot
graduating to high performance
flying . Sl2000no.
Ph Rob Clarke (02) 358 2655 BH.
(02) 818 3546AH.

GTR 148 VG (PR3) for sale. All
whitesail. Goodcond. Low
hours. Used in Sealy ad. 52200.
Ph (076) 984124 and ask for
Bronwyn
FOIL 160B (PR3). dark blue L/E.
pole blue and yellow U/S. All
heavy dacron sail. Faired
kingpost and speed bar.
Excellent condition. 52250.
MEGA II 190 (PR1) .suit heavier
beginner. Very little use. 5625.
PhoneS.R.Roy (071)459185.
GTR 162 (PR3). blue L/E. yellow top
surface with light blue triangle
section U/S. 6 oz trailing edge.
Speed bar. faired down tubes.
king post. etc. Converted to GTR
Race format. 51800.
Blue pod harness. suit 5'5' - 5'8'.
reasonable condition. S150.
Single seat trike made in
Yeppoon Qld . 447 Rotax engine.
170 GT wing with 28' Bullet
porachute. all in excellent
condition. Approx. 30 hours flying
time . 54000 ono.
Phone Ken Hill or Richard Nevins
(075) 324874.
GTR Racer 162 (PR3). 5 mths old .
Blue LE. red and blue US.
S2800
Moyes POD harness. As new (red)
5320
MEGA2170 (PR1) 5650. Phone
Glenn (075) 964141 or (075) 381017

MAplC 111166 (PR3) red L/E and
U/S. white mainsail. airfoil king
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hours. flies well. immaculate
condition . 51200. any offer
considered.
Phone Terry (07) 299 7486 anytime.
MISSION 170 (PR1) fluoro lime.
Great condition. Good
intermediate gilder 51700.
Phone (070) 531095 or (078) 48
9801

VIC
SABRE 177 (PR3). D Blue. light blue
and orange US. Good cond and
flies (thermals) well. Suit a larger
pilot. Make me an offer or come
to Corryong for a test fly. Glenn
Wilson. Ph (060) 761333
MOYES GT 170 (PR3). blue L/E.
white mainsail. orange U/S; iow
hours; flies well. 5650 ono. Assist
with delivery. phone Steve (03)
736 1780. Melbourne.
ALTAIR 165 (PRl) blue and white.
Good condition. easy to fly.
harness and helmet. 5900.
Phone Paul (03) 435 9784
Cocoon Harness with parachute.
Moyes backpack. black with
white.blue and pink trim. Suit
height of 165cm. Good as new.
Will seporate chute from harness.
5400.
Ph Stuart (03) 8746403.

ACT
WANTED: Vario and altimeter
(older models OK). parachute
and small pod harness
(reasonable prices).
Phone Meredith Bradbury (062) 57
3177 H;(062) 492604 W.

SA
FOIL 170 BRacer (PR3). Fully
Optioned Racer. Only 4 mths old.
light blue LE and US. touch of pink.
TOP PERFORMER. Ph Julius Makk
08261 1902

GYRO 160 (PR1) easy flier. Great
for the beach. Apron harness
included. 5750. 34 Baron St.
Greenslopes. (07) 393 1541 .

For our next issue we would like to run a list of
ALL HANG GLIDING CLUBS IN AUSTRALIA
Would all Club Secretaries (or whoever) please send details
of importanl names, contact phone numbers and addresses,
place and time of meetings (if any), approx number of club
members and the area that the club services to:

HGFA, 508/161 Gloucester St, Sydney 2000
or phone (02) 251 2704 with details.
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THE AERO IS FUN II
There is no question that this is the only way to
describe our brand new recreational glider.
170 sq.ft., 60% double surface, J 1 ft span,
a very light 591bs and a very easy set-up.
Whether you're buying your first glider or just
wanting a good time at your local site then the
AERO is th.e glider for you.
THIS GLIDER IS CURRENTL V UNCERTIFIED
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